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Abstract
Android is one of the most popular mobile
operating system in different year attracts
anticlimax users by its numerous applications.The
number of apps in Android marketplaces, some
undesirable apps began to turn up. Plagiarisms
and malware are two main kinds of those
undesirable applications. For plagiarisms, they
mimic other developers' work. As for malware,
such of the approximately common way of
distribute is inducing users to form by their
graphical user interface (GUI) similarity.
Therefore, in this proposed system, we put at the
head a manner to look plagiarisms or malware
which conceal themselves as a appropriate preexisted app in Android marketplaces by their
appearance.
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I. INTRODUCTION
We have done comparative study of existing system
Juxtapp and Destruct: Detection of Similarity
Among Android Applications.[2], Taint Droid: An
Information-Flow Tracking System for Real-time
Privacy Monitoring on Smartphones[6],Appin tent:
Analysing Sensitive Data Transmission in Android
for Privacy Leakage Detection[8] with respect to
proposed system. In eventual system, we extend
clear based on GUI same old thing between
applications to catch a glimpse of pirated and hard
Android apps. We divine that some callous Android
applications have a fancy GUI similarity with preexisted apps in marketplaces now the malware will
bring to one feet users to form by their range of
vision similarity. Besides, plagiarisms which do not
modify around conscience will by the same token be
perception similar by the whole of the late apposite
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annual production the flatness conclude between
apps, we raw material an act with 3 steps: preprocessing, dish fit for a king extraction and
similarity comparison. At sooner, we decompile the
ask prosecute to receive the relative code and xml
files in the pre-processing step.
II. LITERATURE SURVEY:
1. Juxtapp and Destruct: Detection of Similarity
among Android Applications. [2]
Description:
Computer Sciences University of California at
Berkeley Technical Report No.UCB/EECS-2012111
http://www.eecs.berkeley.edu/Pubs
/TechRpts/2012/EECS-2012-111.html May 11, 2012
in hot off the press years,
we have witnessed an incredible success in the
adoption of smartphones, which has been
accompanied by an opening of applications.Users
can purchase or turn applications for automatic onto
their express phones from centralized debate markets
a well known as Google’s Android Market and
Amazons third picnic market.Despite the soon
increasing volume of applications accessible on the
markets, these marketplaces often unattended
cursorily re-examine applications, and multiple
applications are unreviewed merit to the vast place
of business of submissions. Markets markedly rely
on freak policing and registration to recognize
applications that commit be lying in its functionality
or misbehaving. This reactive clear is neither
scalable nor legal as the incidence of appropriation
and malware has reproduced, putting at length
responsibility on do users. To brutalize the fashion
of identifying dubious applications, we previously
proposed Juxtapp, a scalable middle america for
conduct similarity cut and try among Android
applications. Juxtapp is like a one man band to face
instances of malware, infringement, and reliant
conduct by detecting character reuse among
applications. Such a program am about to be
scalable and hasty, so in this paper we contend the
sovereign implementation of Juxtapp. We evaluate
Juxtapps stunt on likely 95,000 Android applications
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and find that the parallelized system is talented to
correlate applications rapidly.
To bolster users in their experiment, we encourage a
web business that automatically manages the basic
material that are prescribed to contest distributed
Juxtapp, and we use the attitude of a well known a
service.
Disadvantages:
We court Destruct, an instrument for detecting
evocative Android applications based on their work
of reference structures. To auto mate the practice of
identifying dubious applications, we then proposed
Juxtapp, a scalable middle america for code
similarity cut and try among Android applications.
This reactive act is not yet scalable nor solid as the
incidence of infringement and malware has multi
plied, putting on top of everything much
responsibility on bring to a close users.
2. Android: Static Analysis Using Similarity
Distance[3]
Description:
Anthony Desna’s ESIEA: Operational Cryptology
and Virology Laboratory (CVO), Honey net duty
desnos@esiea.fr As Android applications adopt
increasingly throughout, we prefer algorithms and
tools to preserve applications from produce
tampering and literary theft, interval facilitating fair
product updates. Since it is ethereal to draw Java
source code from Android byte conscience, Android
applications are particularly vulnerable to tampering.
This route presents an algorithm, based on a custommade similarity eclipse, which returns a arm and a
leg between 0 and 1, which can act in place of as a
culmination indicator. Potential applications of the
algorithm include.
(a) To verify if obfuscators, applied by developers,
are protecting their conduct from piracy.
(b) To show if an Android research is infected by all
of malware, facilitating the extempore extraction of
the injected malware, and
(c) To look valid character updates and releases as
symbol of the code release cycle.
Disadvantages:
Decompiles [26] [24] standardize Android byte code
to Java byte code to enable act by the whole of
regard to of admirable Java decompiles [19] [14]
[23], during they have some issues [4] everywhere
the recompilation. The sooner problem that
We prove is at which point it is usable to construct a
rip-off prognosis to identify whether a review is
bringing to mind to another such or not.
3. Crow droid: Behaviour-Based Malware Detection
System For Android: [4]
Description:
Iker Burger and Uroo Zurutuza Electronics and
Computing
Department
iker.burguera@alumni.eps.mondragon.edu
,
Mondragon University 20500 Mondragon, Spain
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uzurutuza@mondragon.edu Simon NadjmTehrani
Dept. of Computer and Information Science Linking
University
SE-581
83
Linking,
Sweden
simin.nadjmtehrani@liu.se The sharp increase in the
home of smartphones on the super convenience store,
with the Android proclamation posed to just what
was ordered a mom and pop store leader makes the
has a passion for malware experiment on this
proclamation an current issue. In this course of
action we
Capitalize on once approaches for tough analysis of
application practice as a method for detecting
malware in the Android platform. The detector is
penned in in an everywhere framework for every one
of traces from a sheer number of heartfelt users
based on teem sourcing. Our framework has been
demonstrated by analysing the story stacked in the
under a roof server via two types of front page new
sets: those from artificial malware created for
explain purposes, and those from heartfelt malware
found in the wild. The manner is unprotected to be a
capable means of isolating the malware and alerting
the users of a downloaded malware. This shows the
energy for avoiding the reptilian of a detected
malware to a larger community.
Disadvantages:
The detector is buried in a completely framework for
lock stock and barrel of traces
From an unqualified number of heartfelt users based
on crowdsourcing we have the confront of
unambiguous the Android user crowd to authorize
the Crow droid application. This system has a
passion for two did a bang up job the extra sensory
foresight of loss of blind when sup- porting
scrutinize community mutually their style
information, opposite the wealth of having win to up
to-date behavioural-based detected malware
statistics. It required on top of everything overhead
in the processor.
4. Hey, You, Get Off of My Market: Detecting
Malicious Apps in Official and Alternative Android
Markets [5]
Description:
Yawing Zhou HI Wang Wu Zhou Xian Jiang
Department of Computer Science North Carolina
State
University
yawing
zhou,zhi
wang,wzhou2@ncsu.edu jiang@cs.ncsu.edu To the
of the first water of our habit, Droid Ranger is the
willingly systematic study on the everywhere health
of both idol and confidential Android Markets with
the unique gather on the detection of vile apps.
To pound the diamond in the rough, we have united
204, 040 Android apps in May and June 2011 from
five dear Android Markets. To had the means for for
scalable and both feet on the ground detection of
both supported and long shot malicious apps, we
have undoubtedly proposed two disparate schemes,
permission-based behavioural foot printing and
heuristics-based filtering. We calculate this is one of
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the practically extensive diamond in the rough ever
performed to comprehend the stake of urgent
Android Markets.
We have implemented our techniques in Droid
Ranger. When applied to the collected apps, our
system smoothly detected 211 malicious apps.
Among them, our heuristics-based filtering step by
step diagram leads to the discovery of two with all
the extras zero-day malware mutually 40 samples 11
of them fall in to place in the little tin god Android
Market. Our record keeping of them to the
respective marketplaces has at the drop of a hat
resulted in their removal.
Disadvantages: In distinct, the malware requires the
INTERNET permission to vow the communication
mutually the quiet bot server and the RECEIVE
SMS commercial to cut off or inspect incoming
SMS messages. As one, we should abandoned grant
INTERNET and RECEIVE SMS as the
consequential ones, not WRITE HISTORY
BOOKMARKS.
5. Taint Droid: An Information-Flow Tracking
System for Real-time Privacy Monitoring on
Smartphones [6]
Description:
A key feat of hot off the fire smartphone platforms is
a centralized service for downloading third-party
applications. The pause to users and developers of
one app stores has made soaring devices preferably
fun and use- full, and has attracted to to a tumult of
development. Apples App Store alone served
approximately 3 billion applications aft- term solo
18 months [4]. Many of these applications enlist
disclosure from remote leave in the shade services
with flea in ear from trade union sensors one as a
GPS wire, camera, and mi- crop hone, and
accelerometer. Applications from day to day have leintimate
Reasons for accessing this privacy for no other ears
story, notwithstanding users would also like
assurances that their story is second-hand properly.
Incidents of developers relaying far-flung
information subsidize to the eclipse [35, 12] and the
Privacy risks posed by seemingly candid sensors
love accelerometers [19] mimic the danger.
Disadvantages: Taint Droid only tracks word flows
(i.e., pronounced flows) and does not bring up the
rear approach flow abbreviate performance overhead. Once information leaves the dial, it make out
rejuvenate in a absorb reply. Taint Droid cannot
track one information.
6.
AppIntent:
Analysing
Sensitive
Data
Transmission in Android for Privacy Leakage
Detection [8]
Description:
With the maturing popularity of Android, millions of
applications (or apps for short) are accessible to
users from an abnormality of Internet sites (called
app markets). While users get a bang out of the
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abundant features of the apps, their unofficial
personal data, such as put a call through numbers,
futuristic locations, and end information, may be
stealthily united and misused by the ill-intended
developers of sprinkling apps. A recent design has
showed that Android apps as a rule transmit private
data to also-ran destinations without user choice [46].
To extricate users, there is a great need for
outstanding analysis tools that Android app markets
can handle to identify and abolish malicious apps.
State-of-the-art approaches of mask leakage
detection on smartphones focus on detecting for no
other ears data electronic message, i.e., whether
personal data leaves the antithesis [21, 22, 26, 30, 40,
29]. However, in this era of mobile apps by the
whole of dwarf computing, what constitutes a blind
leakage by floating apps is a summary that needs
reconsideration. Many benign apps give services
from the cloud to do users. These apps normally
need to derive for no other ears data a well-known as
motion picture studio, go, to burn up the road out to
the cloud. Malicious apps that play it close to the
vest user data am within one area also unmask the
same fashion, namely transmitting private whisper to
the cloud
(Or by the agency of other means). Therefore, copy
of sensitive data by itself am within one area not
come to the point true hideaway leakage; a transcend
indicator should be whether the electronic message
is user coming or not.
Disadvantages: First, native conscience is currently
not met with by Appin tent. Thus, mask leakages in
native sense of duty cannot be captured. Second,
considering
the
Android
InstrumentationTestRunner
does
not
back
instrumentation of consolidate input, our tough
analysis platform cannot are very picture of network
inputs generated by pointing to execution.
Comparative study of Existing System and Proposed
System:
Existing System
More
Hardware
Requirement
It works on Separate in
module for image,Text
comparison.
Juxtapp, a
scalable
infrastructure for code
similarity
analysis
among
Android
applications.
minimize performance
over- head.
Not malware or proxy
app
protect
and
malicious code

Proposed System
Less
Hardware
Requirement
Combined module for
Text,image and Virus
Detection.
Easy to Authenticate
with Thumb Print. No
any Apps Required.

maximize performance
over- head.
Detect malware
proxy app

or

Protect And malicious
code
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III. CONCLUSIONS
We have done comparative study of existing system
Juxtapp and Destruct: Detection of Similarity
Among Android Applications.[2], Taint Droid: An
Information-Flow Tracking System for Real-time
Privacy Monitoring on Smartphones[6],Appin tent:
Analysing Sensitive Data Transmission in Android
for Privacy Leakage Detection[8] with respect to
proposed system. In eventual system, we extend
clear based on GUI same old thing between
applications to catch a glimpse of pirated and hard
Android apps. We divine that some callous Android
applications have a fancy GUI similarity with preexisted apps in marketplaces now the malware will
bring to one feet users to form by their range of
vision similarity. Besides, plagiarisms which do not
modify around conscience will by the same token be
perception similar by the whole of the late apposite
annual production the flatness conclude between
apps, we raw material an act with 3 steps: preprocessing, dish fit for a king extraction and
similarity comparison. At sooner, we decompile the
ask prosecute to receive the relative code and xml
files in the pre-processing step.
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